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Storables.com has officially acquired RetailerNOW, the premier publication of the Home Furnishings Association, which is published 10 times a year and distributed at major furniture markets including Las Vegas, High Point, and others. RetailerNOW is renowned for its focus on aiding retailers in enhancing their business operations beyond daily management, with a readership comprising over 90% retailers, from the top 100 to local independents.

The acquisition promises to leverage Storables.com’s resources to further empower home furnishings retailers with insightful articles on a range of topics such as sales, marketing, and store design, continuing to serve as the essential guide for retailers aiming for success in the industry.

For comprehensive insights and further reading on home furnishing, we invite you to explore more on our site:

Your Ultimate Guide To All Things Furniture: Dive into an extensive resource covering everything from the basics of furniture selection to intricate tips on styling and maintenance, aimed at helping readers create both functional and visually appealing living spaces tailored to their personal taste and lifestyle needs.

How To Furnish Long Living Room: This detailed guide offers practical advice on tackling the challenges of a long living room layout, including furniture arrangement techniques, decor tips, and strategies to make the space feel cozy and cohesive, ensuring a functional yet stylish area for relaxation and entertainment.

How To Furnish An Odd Shaped Living Room: Uncover creative and functional decorating strategies for odd-shaped living rooms, focusing on furniture placement, color schemes, and accessories that can transform awkward spaces into elegant and usable areas, making the most of every nook and cranny.

Best Console Table With Doors: The article presents a curated selection of the best console tables with doors, emphasizing their utility and aesthetic appeal. It provides insights into various styles, materials, and designs that can enhance the functionality of your home by adding stylish storage solutions that fit seamlessly into entryways, hallways, or as accent pieces in living rooms.

Best Vintage Console Table: Highlighting the charm and character of vintage console tables, this article takes readers through a selection of the best pieces that combine timeless elegance with practicality. It discusses the significance of materials, craftsmanship, and design in choosing a vintage console table that not only serves as a functional piece but also adds a touch of historical beauty to any room.
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